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Abstract
Designing a Kids Train body and Chassis, where Body of a train plays an important role as it
should be attractive, fun, educational, comfortable and safer for the kids. and the chassis
should be able to withstand sufficient load and able to accommodate steering, battery,
seating, motor, axles and bumper at all sides which is developed for SB international AB.
A literature study is carried out to review various designs body of train and chassis, latest
innovations and advanced materials used to manufacture the same. The various types of
forces and stresses commonly acting on chassis structures are analyzed and their effects on
the vehicle is understood and different types of train design is studied in order to make an
attractive train for the kids by using Waterfall method to understand the concepts in designing
a Train body. The pro-con analysis is conducted to evaluate merits and demerits of each
alternative type of body of a train and the material to manufacture it. The most essential
design criteria are derived from the QFD (Quality function deployment) which then acts as
important guidelines during the actual design process.
Structural chassis frame is designed as per the design criteria with little modification and
designing a body of a train using the CAD software CATIAV5R20 and the structural stability
of the same is tested and analyzed using Inspire (solid thinking) software.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1& 1.2 Background and Aim of the study
Evaluation of the kiddie ride
The kiddie ride was first invented in 1930 by James Otto Hahs of Sikeston, Missouri. he used
wooden horses not unlike those found on carousels, and commissioned carousel makers to
make the horses but the ride was too expensive.
Modern rides;
Modern rides are more advanced rides do not usually start as soon as coins are inserted;
instead they prompt the rider, parent or guardian to press a start button, so as to allow the
rider to seat him/herself comfortably before starting the ride. Often, these rides will also play
a message before movement begins and may also play an ending message once the ride ends,
to let the rider know that it is safe to disembark.
Other safety precautions commonly found in more advanced rides include:
•
•
•
•

allowing use of the start button to pause the ride, so the rider can reposition
themselves or even disembark safely if desired;
safety sensors that detect if anything is potentially obstructing the ride's movement
and stop the ride accordingly until the obstruction is removed;
overload sensors that stop the ride from moving if the weight limit on the ride is
exceeded;
a slow start/stop action so as not to shock or frighten younger riders.

To attract attention, most rides occasionally flash their lights or play a sound, or both, at set
intervals, although many older rides, as well as low-cost, or knockoff, rides do not have an
attract mode.
As the customers were both children and company, So while designing a designing a body of
a train we have to consider them. QFD cannot be used as the company gave us the
specification on the product like Fixed chassis length and width, Seat height and its
dimensions, but we have to concentrate on body of the train which is attractive to the
customer (children) and simple design which is easy to manufacture.
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1.2Problem Definition
Designing a train body which is attractive to the kids and suitable for amusement parks by
using Catia V5 wireframe and surface design for designing the body and Photoshop and
Keyshot is used to render the image, to add more attractiveness and beauty of the train.
Chassis is modified to accommodate the train body.

1.3 Project Definition
The Project is to design and develop a Train. The Goal is to create the body of the train that
suits to the existing chassis. The mechanical and electrical components are to be most
probably the same that we use in other products. The product is designed for one kid seater
and to the maximum weight of 50Kg. The ride is working on timer which is set according to
the client’s flexibility. The product is battery operated and can run for 8 to 10 hours of the
day when its fully charged.

Chassis

Fig 1.1 Keyshot rendering of a assembled chassis

The Chassis is modified in order to accommodate the train body for a product is to be used in
this Train design. Minor alterations can be made in the chassis design over the length and
width, extra beam is used to make space for the battery and bumper at four sides, if further
needs to be changed it would be considered. The bumpers are attached with the body and the
chassis to reduce any minor damages to the body and the chassis when the kid collide with
the others. Considering the chassis, the bumpers are designed.
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Body of Off-road Vehicle

Fig 1.2 Keyshot rendering of a body

The goal of the project is to design train body. The design has to satisfy the current trends
which are suitable to be used in amusement parks. The body has to be fit in the existing
chassis, changes are to be considered. The design of the body should satisfy the current
company’s product range. The less number of body parts are always suggested.
The inner body surfaces are to be 3% to 5% inclination, its used for moulding purpose. The
company is using Hand laid GRP (Fiberglass), Gelcoat 3-layer mat reinforced by laminate.
The design is to be made with the same material. Stickers can be used for the design in order
to express some small detailing.

1.4 Limitation
The present thesis is intended to provide a suitable design for a train body with attractive for
kids and amusement parks through viewing various design and taking inspiration from the
past and present train designs and modifying they to look attractive. Allowing the train body
to accommodate on the modified chassis. While it includes a finite element analysis that
confirms the suitability of said design and material selection, the final manufactured product
may need to be further adjusted to satisfy some real-world requirements that are difficult to
model or assess ahead of physical testing. The design and construction of chassis and body
for a train is a very complex process which usually involves many iterations and great
scrutiny to achieve ideal results. Considering this a thesis project, adhering to the design
standards found in the industry is unrealistic, especially regarding deadlines. Therefore, the
main contribution of this thesis is the capturing of design requirements and customer
preferences through QFD and their translation into numerical target specifications and the
formulation of a chassis design that fulfils these targets. The simulation step is provided as
confirmation that said targets have been met.
1.5 Individual Responsibility and efforts during the Project
All the different aspects listed in the problem definition of this project are performed
afterwards. In-depth discussion and understanding of all the concepts behind each part of the
project.
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All Team members share responsibilities equally among all necessary tasks. Various topics
The basis for discussion in the following paper is a literature review that includes Analyze
various technical articles and textbooks, supplemented by knowledge previously acquired
from past courses.

1.6 Study environment
The thesis work was carried out at SB International in Jonkoping. Both of us was given full
access to the plant facility during working hours. Various qualitative and quantitative
methods for design for manufacturing discussed to reach to a consensus between the students,
academic supervisor and company representatives. Various solutions for improvement in
system were discussed. The most effective and simple solutions were then selected. Selected
solutions were implemented by means of temporary modifications of the train design. Also,
frequent interactions with production engineer over different concept of train design to
provide interactive and fun kiddie rides . The team independently proposed methods to
measure the processes and independently carried out measurements under the supervision of
both the mentors; from SB International and from Halmstad University. Different
improvements were suggested for specific process steps independently.
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Chapter 2: Methodology

2.1 Alternative Methods
The project involves the design and manufacture of a Train body and Chassis. Needs various
types of basic knowledge about existing chassis or frame designs and inspired body of a train
design. Current materials for manufacturing materials is Hand laid fibre glass. Since this is a
product development project, we have used all the different stages of the product. The
development mentioned in David G. Ullman's "Mechanical Design Process". the following.
The design phase collection is the source of alternative methods for interacting with problem
solving.
2.1 Waterfall methods
Waterfall was first iteration by NASA which is used to organize and facilitate the activities in
teams. The main activities, decisions, perceptions, records, documentations and analysis of
each stage have to be done to open the gate for the next stage. This type of progressive
method has many advantages for short time developments, huge and complex organizations
and for multidisciplinary projects. The logic behind it is that every stage in this method is like
a smaller project and in fact stages of a project are its sub-projects with a strong linkage that
all output of one stage is the input of next stage. Furthermore, by utilizing stages and gates
the team assures that in each step all the tasks have been done and the chance of missing
points would decrease.

Fig.2a Ullman (Mechanical Design 2015)
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Product Discovery: Usually product is discovered through Market, Technology, customer
need or demand but product is based on the company's demand and keeping them as a
perspective in designing the product as explained in the Introduction and customers are our
Children (Generating product development plan and scheduling).example Gantt chart
Project planning and product definition: We tried to understand the concept of designing a
train by allowing the information, energy and material to flow based the product function as
explained in the Design brief slide by understanding the design problems and product
requirements.
Conceptual design: Based on the previous stages as a reference, we started to take
inspiration on various kinds of train and their Shapes considering our customer and stake
holders view selection of the best conceptual design through various tools like SWOT,
Brainstorming, Decision Matrix , came up with different concepts as explained in the
concepts slide.
Product development: The product is developed based on the conceptual design through
CAD software and manufactured through Hand laid GRP (Fiberglass), Gelcoat 3-layer mat
reinforced by laminate.
Product support: We must design a train by considering the service support of the product
into consideration like for example the design of the train should be sustainable so that
replacing the damaged parts will not affect the entire body.
2.12 Organizational methods
As quoted by Ullman in the mechanical design process book, “A team is a group of people in
search of a common understanding” Communication was vital and as such social media was
used to enable access to the communicate with the company supervisor updating day to day
activities regarding to the projects.
•
•
•

To have a timeframe and a perspective of the stages in the process to enable the
planning for each stage, a Gantt chart was created.
Regular weekly meetings were implemented, at which tasks where assigned and the
team was updated.
Minutes of Meeting (MOM) a structure was formed which was used to document the
meetings.

2.13. Brain storming
We have extensively used this method in conjunction with debating while generating new
ideas and concepts related to any problems that we have encountered, as a method/tool it has
the capability of generating plentiful of results but is limited in its potential to deliver more
refined ideas but again for concepts it is very fruitful. The downside is the time.
2.14. Decision matrix;
Decision matrix is used to analyze the is simple and has proven effective for comparing
alternative concepts. The decision-matrix method is an iterative evaluation method that tests
the completeness and understanding of criteria, rapidly identifies the strongest alternatives,
and helps foster new alternatives. This method is most effective if each member of the design
team performs it independently and the individual results are then compared.
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2.2 Chosen methodology for the project.
The project is to design of the train body and to modify the chassis for the kid’s train, with
the methodology is applied in figure below.
Start

Literature review:
•
•
•

Modification of the chassis
Designing of the train body
Hand laid glass fiber material for the train body

Pro-con Analysis for the designing
the train body

Pro-con Analysis for the
modification of the chassis

Design and Analysis

Discussion and conclusion

Report generation

END

Fig 2b Flow chart for the project Ullman (Mechanical Design)
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a) Literature review
All basic information required to go ahead with the project is collected and reported in
Chapter 3, which include the theory modification of chassis and designing of the train body,
types, different designs, different materials, and advanced materials for manufacturing.
b) Pro-Con Analysis
Pro-con analysis is a common problem that often needs to be solved. Decision-making is very
important for improving the quality of decision-making. Solve problems and solve problems
Decisions are closely linked, each decision requires creative identification and development
Options, brainstorming techniques are especially useful. Good decision Needed mixed skills:
creative development and choice of definition, clarity Judgment, firmness of decision and
effective implementation.
c) QFD (Quality function Deployment)
Quality function deployment (QFD) is a method developed in Japan beginning in 1966 to
help transform the voice of the customer [VOC] into engineering characteristics for a
product. "method to transform qualitative user demands into quantitative parameters, to
deploy the functions forming quality, and to deploy methods for achieving the design quality
into subsystems and component parts, and ultimately to specific elements of the
manufacturing process.
The house of quality, a part of QFD, identifies and classifies customer desires, identifies the
importance of those desires, identifies engineering characteristics which may be relevant to
those desires, correlates the two, allows for verification of those correlations, and then assigns
objectives and priorities for the system requirements.
We couldn´t use QFD as the customer initial gave a requirement and specification over
seating position dimension length and width of the train.
d) CES EduPack
This is a unique set of teaching resources that can support material education Engineering,
Design, Science and Sustainable Development. CES EduPack is global Leading material
teaching resources. It has been completely developed by Granta Collaborated with Prof.
Ashby and expanded the community of educators in 1,000 universities And universities
around the world. Material selection is a step in any design process
Physical object. In product design, the main goal of material selection is Reduce cost while
meeting product performance goals The material for a given application begins with the
attributes of the candidate material.
Enhanced Eco-audit tool for higher level teaching and research with CES EduPack Eco
Design Edition adds the following process options considerations. Also Can calculate the cost
of different life cycle stages to help students think about both Environmental and economic
factors. Eco Design Editor comes with extended attribute data. More than 3,750 kinds of
materials. This allows CES EduPack powerful selection and analysis software Used for
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project surveys and comparing the impact of materials and the environment Process.
Enhanced ecological audit tools can be used as part of a two-step process. Students first
analyze the product to determine the key drivers of its environmental impact Continue to
make material choices that influence.

2.4. Preparation and Data collection:
We have taken guidance for completion of the thesis from our Industrial Supervisor Mr.
Balaji Monaj and our University Supervisor Mr. Aron Chibba. This project required the
complete understanding of the various concepts of the Kids Train design. Our Industrial
supervisor provided the design requirements and criteria upon which the final CAD design
was generated using the CAD software CATIA V5R20. Later the generated design was
analyzed for structural stability using the Inspire( Solid Thinking). Followed by construction
of the proto type by using the 3D printing technology.
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Chapter 3, Theory
3.1 House of QFD for types of chassis selection.
Understanding design issues is an important foundation for designing quality products.
Convert customer needs into required technical specifications developed. In this project, the
most suitable chassis type for Uniti electric vehicles is Suggest. This optimal chassis type
selection task is completed by construction a QFD.
1.Identify the customers- who they are:
We identified our customers based on the type of chassis they prefer. Therefore, we have
identified ‘manufactures’ and ‘agents’ as our customers.
2.Determine the customers’ requirements what do the customers want:
Customers require comfort and safety; they are categorized in different areas as we can see in
the table below.
3.Determine relative importance of the requirements- ‘who versus what’:
Important Each requirement is evaluated by giving more important weights and the weights
are smaller Not too important. All needs are not equally important to all customers. We can
see that The above table shows each step with different priorities like 1, 2 to 5 and so on.
4.Identify and evaluate the competition how satisfied are the customers now:
This is a game Blocks, we can easily find the best one of various types of chassis. Here we
will Give 1 to 5 grades to find the best chassis type, we will compare because we can observe
Table space framework-III has a good rating. This block is very important for identifying the
best Chassis type, just like we have with all other chassis types like trapezoid Xframe and
many more
5.Generate engineering specifications how will the customers’ requirements be met:
The goal here is to develop a set of engineering specifications from the customers’
requirements. The specifications are the restatements of the design problem in terms of
parameters that can be measured and have target values. These specifications are a translation
of the voice of the customers into the voice of the engineers.
6.Releate customers’ requirements to engineering specifications- how to measure what:
Identify relationships between engineering specification- how are the ‘hows’ dependent on
each other: Each engineering specification is someway dependent on any other
specifications. This shows that working on a specification gives a positive or negative effect
on the dependent specification. In the table, below this relationship is shown by using
symbols
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Fig.3a (QFD chart, Ullman 2015)
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3.2 Material Selection and Manufacturing process
We have selected core infusion Hand laid fiber (3 layers) method to manufacture the kids
train body as it was recommended by the company to follow this method to manufacture.

Fig 3b production process of composite material (Source: https://compositesuk.co.uk)

Core infusion is closely connected to the core, kit and finishing selected. Each of these
impacts each other and, combined in the right manner, will meet different requirements,
weather performances, cost efficiency or any other criteria.
Fiber:
The purpose of using fiber is to reinforces the materials and to increases the Mechanical
Properties like stiffness or stiffness strength.
Cement =Resins
Steel bars=Fibers
Resins:
In FRP products resins is the glue that bond the fibers together, and transfer the loads fibers
and core etc.
Striated resins typically contain 25/50 percentage styrene:
There are two major resins:
•
•

Polyester;
Epoxy;
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But we are using polyester resins as they are low cost and have a low shrinkage at between 48% during curing. And provide adequate resistance to weathering and ageing, water,
temperature upto 80C.

Glass Fiber:

Fig 3c Glass fibre

The most used fiber is glass fiber, mainly due to its relatively low price in relation to its
properties. The manufacturing of glass fiber is uses large furnaces to gradually melt sand and
chemical mix to Liquid form. The size of the extrude it through bundles of very small orifices
in 17-25mm in diameter.
Composite materials are made from two or more constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties, that when combined, form an overall structure with
characteristics different from the individual components.
Benefits of core infusion
•
•
•
•

Core infusion process can reduce mold cycle times by up to 50% and labor costs by
30%
It can be readily introduced into existing molds and without the need of heavy capital
investment or sophisticated flow modeling software.
Eliminating the requirement for sacrificial distribution like mats or nets the cost of
consumables and waste is significantly reduced.
Core infusion can be used for both large and small moldings.

3.3 Working Mechanism of a kiddie Train.
An kiddie train is a plug-in electric automobile that is propelled by one electric motors, using
energy typically stored in rechargeable batteries (lithium-ion). Chassis are build with stainless
steel which can considering the weight of the kids, batteries, and motor with the factor of
safety 5.5 times the orginal weight making sure the design is safer to operate.The train consist
of an accelerator pedal which is used to control the speed of the train. Mechanical braking
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system is attached to the accelerator pedal as soon as the force is removed, braking action
will take place resulting in stoping of the power to the motor and brake pads will be released,
when the force is acted on the accelerating pedal the power is transmitted to the motor
resulting in the motion of the train, these mechanism is simple to operate by the client and
safer.

3.4 Different components fitted on to the chassis
Dimension of the train chassis and make sure the body is tightly fitted to the chassis
with little tolerance.

Fig 3d Keyshot Rendering of assembled chassis

a. Automotive Battery;

Fig 3e battery for the train
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An automotive battery is a rechargeable Li-ion battery that supplies electrical current to a
motor, lighting, electrical circuit board and the coin driven mechanism in the train. Capacity
of the battery is 8 to 10h of running after it is fully charged.
Use and Maintenance
•
•
•

Heat is the primary cause of battery failure as it accelerates corrosion inside the
battery.
Corrosion at the battery terminals can prevent a car from starting due to electrical
resistance, which can be prevented by the proper application of dielectric grease.
Sulfation occurs when the electrodes become coated with a hard layer of lead sulfate
which weakens the battery. It occurs when a battery is not fully charged and remains
discharged. Sulfated batteries should be charged slowly to prevent damage.The
primary wear-out mechanism is the shedding of active material from the battery
plates, which accumulates at the bottom of the cells and which may eventually shortcircuit the plates. This can be substantially reduced by enclosing one set of plates in
plastic separator bags, made from a permeable

b. Steering angle:

The guiding edge is characterized as the point between the front of the train and the
controlled wheel bearing. The controlling framework has a most extreme (least) guiding point
of +30 (- 30) degree. wheel rotational speed sensors designed to distinguish rotational rates of
left and right wheels of a vehicle at a front or back of the vehicle, a guiding edge evaluating
segment arranged to ascertain an expected controlling point of the wheels based on the
rotational rates of the wheels identified by the wheel rotational speed sensors, and an
expected directing edge yielding bit designed to yield the assessed directing edge based on a
SAT recognized esteem or a SAT evaluated esteem, wherein the evaluated guiding edge
yielding part involves: a SAT figuring area arranged to compute a SAT ascertained an
incentive based on the evaluated directing edge, a contrasting and deciding segment arranged
with look at a flat out estimation of a distinction between the SAT figured esteem and the
SAT recognized esteem or the SAT evaluated an incentive with a limit, and a changing
segment designed to turn a yield of the evaluated controlling edge on and off based on an
aftereffect of examination by the looking at and deciding segment.
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Rack and pinion: Where the directing wheel turns the pinion gear, the pinion moves the rack
changing over roundabout movement into straight movement along the transverse axis of the
Train.
c. Turning radius:
Geometry of Track Curves: Radius and Arc
Two geometric terms are urgent to seeing how to function with bends when arranging your
model prepare tracks.
In geometry, a range is the line portion from the focal point of a hover to any point on the
circle itself. Littler circle has the shorter radii. The term bend alludes to the fragment of a
circle and is communicated in degrees. A whole circle has a curve of 360 degrees Depending
on scale and maker.
Locomotive: navigating tight turns, the primary concern is the wheelbase of your locomotives
and rolling stock.
d. Rear angle:
It looks at the heading that the back pivot is pointed with the centerline of the vehicle. It
likewise affirms if the back hub is parallel to its front hub and that the wheelbase on the two
sides of the vehicle is the same. It is a standout amongst the most imperative indicative points
amid an arrangement.
Front angle: Angle made by the wheels of a vehicle; particularly, it is the point between the
vertical Axis of the wheels utilized for guiding and the vertical hub of the vehicle when seen
from the front or back. It is utilized as a part of the plan of the guiding and the suspension.

Fig3f, Turing radius of the train
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e. Electric motor:

GR 63X55, 12V.
Fig,3g Motor for the train.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operation in both directions.
Ball bearing at motor output shaft is standared.
Optionally with custom shaft length and diameter, shaft on both sides, special and
high voltage winding, high voltage winding, higher protection class up to IP 67.
Weight is 1.7kg
Normal Voltage is 12v.
Nominal speed is 3000Rpm.
Max out is 174w
Friction torque at no load is 2 N cm.
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f. Mechanical Brake:
Mechanical brakes function via force delivered to a body in rotary or linear motion, such as
an axle, shaft, or wheel, to slow or stop motion. Mechanical brakes are often in an assembly
with a mechanical clutch for engaging and disengaging shafts. The term drum brake as a rule
implies a brake in which shoes push on the internal surface of the drum. At the point when
shoes push outwardly of the drum, it is normally called a fasten brake. Where the drum is
squeezed between two shoes, like a regular plate brake, it is at times called a squeeze drum
brake, however such brakes are moderately uncommon. A related kind called a band brake
utilizes an adaptable belt or "band" wrapping around the outside of a drum. The backing plate
provides a base for the other components. The back plate also increases the rigidity of whole
set-up, supports the housing, and protects it from foreign materials like dust and other road
debris. It absorbs the torque from the braking action, and that is why back plate is also called
the "Torque Plate". Since all braking operations exert pressure on the backing plate, it must
be strong and wear-resistant.

g. Seat belts:
An arrangement of straps designed to hold a person steady in a seat of the train, wearing seat
belt reduces the risk of serious injuries while driving the train, so prevent or reduce injuries
suffered in a crash. They ensure that as little contact is made between the occupant and
vehicle interior as possible and significantly reduce the risk of being thrown from a vehicle.
safety belts, tackles, inflatable pads, and different gadgets intended to shield tenants of
vehicles from damage in the event of mishap. The safety belt seriousness of head wounds
could be significantly diminished by holding the body set up with a safety belt, and some
safety belts for autos were fabricated in the mid 1950.safety belt is a prepare wellbeing
gadget intended to secure the inhabitant of a prepare against unsafe development that may
come about amid an impact or a sudden stop. If the rider makes the auto all of a sudden stop
or crashes it, the rider proceed at a similar speed the auto was going before it halted. A safety
belt applies a contradicting power to the rider and child to keep them from dropping out or
reaching the inside of the prepare.
h. Bumper:
A Bumper is a structure joined to the front and backsides of an body of Train, An like bar
settled over the front or back of an body of train to lessen harm in a crash., Bumpers don't
secure against direct speed crashes, on the grounds that amid crisis braking, so bumper can
sidestep each other when the vehicles impact, Regulatory measures have been ordered to
reduce train repair expenses, and all the more as of late effect on people on foot. an edge; a
hood gave a open position and a closed position; a bumper gave three discrete segments
including a middle guard partition, a first bumper end top, and a moment guard end top,
wherein: the moderate guard parcel is situated between the first and second bumper end tops
and is bolstered by the edge, whereby the hood moves in respect to the halfway guard divide
as the hood advances between the open and shut positions; and the first and second bumper
end tops are upheld by the hood and are movable with the hood as the hood advances
between the open and shut positions. Current plan hone is for the bumper structure on present
day train to comprise of a plastic cover over a fortification bar made of steel, aluminum,
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fiberglass composite, or plastic. One of the guard shafts and the crash box incorporates an
arrangement joint to mate the guard bar and the crash confine and arrange the surfaces
adjoining and adjusted relationship in respect to each other for setting up a direct load way
expanding straightly along the planes X, Y. A technique for amassing a guard gathering
incorporates the means of mating the guard pillar and the crash box about the arrangement
joint and interfacing the guard shaft and the crash box together along the arrangement joint.

3.5 Pros and cons analysis of the chassis
We selected steel as a choice of material for manufacturing as per the company
specification
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Chapter4
Result
4.1 Different concepts of train body design
Dimension of the body train has to be designed according to the chassis dimension and
make sure the body is tightly fitted to the chassis with little tolerance.

Fig4a, Drafting of the train body in Catia V5

Fig 4a Catia V5 wireframe surface design
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Concept 1

Fig4b Keyshot rendering concept 1
We created this design by taking steam engine as an inspiration, as children where our main
customers there opinion was more important in selecting those design for manufacturing
based on the company´s decision. We started to work with different kinds of shapes and then
finally came to these kind of design for manufacturing as the shape is simple and easy and
less cost to manufacture.

Concept-2

Fig4c, Keyshot rendering of concept 2

We took this design by taking electric train as an inspiration. We came up with new concepts
of electric train which are existed and also worked with different shapes but finally selected
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this kind of design as it was more attractive and resembles Sweden`s SJ train which children
might like it.
This kind of design was simple and easy to manufacture
Concept-3

Fig 4d, Keyshot rendering of concept 3

We created this design by taking diesel engine as an inspiration. As it resembles present
diesel engine train, we selected this design as it was simple and attractive and easy to
manufacture.
Now we have to design a train based on the chassis dimension by taking length and width as
a reference but we have a challenge to divide into two half the train front body at the engine
has to be given 65% of the space and seating position will take 35% of the space by using a
brain storming, literature review and decision matrix as a tool while taking a decision of this.
4.2 Design of the kids train body
SL. no

Parameter

Dimension in mm

1

Overall width

580

2

Overall Weight

936.26Kg

3

Overall length

1290

4

Tube thickness

20

5

Length seating position

540

6

Width of the seating position

840
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Dimension of the seating position is taken as per the company´s specification, so the seating
position remains standard by taking kids safety and comfortability in to consideration and
there is no change in the dimensions.

4.3 1 Design of the chassis

Fig 4e Keyshot rendering of the chassis

Fig 4f, Drafting of the chassis in Catia v5
Train frame is already given by the company which has to be modified to the required length
and width, so we tried to analyze the length, width and the clamping bolts were the train body
which must be attached to the chassis. We also gave 30mm clearance on the length and width
to accommodate bumper to provide protection from the accidents. The chassis must be
designed and modified based on the train body. Analysis of the chassis is conducted through
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the application of load at various portions as per the company´s reference explained in the
chapter 4
The design of chassis for the Kids train is the objective of our Project. This design requires
the use of various CAD and Simulation software’s such as CATIA V5 R19 and Inspire 2017
The design drawing is shown in various views for better understanding of the design.
All this became possible by the constant supervision of our industrial supervisor Mr. Balaji
Manoj. Some of the design inputs are listed below:

SL. no

Parameter

Dimension in mm

1

Overall width

540

2

Overall Weight

936.26Kg

3

Overall length

1320

4

Tube thickness

20

5

Over all height(with tyres)

200

4.4 Design analysis of the chassis with the Loads (Actual load is taken as per the
company references)
What is Inspire solid thinking?
Inspire, the industry's most powerful and easy-to-use Generative Design/Topology
Optimization and rapid simulation solution for design engineers empowers its users by
creating and investigating structurally efficient concepts quickly and easily. This can lead to
reduced costs, development time, material consumption, and product weight. The software is
easy to learn and works with existing CAD tools to help design structural parts right the first
time.
Applied at the very beginning of clean-sheet design programs and for design exploration of
current production parts, Inspire simulation-driven design software allows designers and
engineers
to:
Rapidly assemble and simulate dynamic mechanical systems to automatically resolve loads
on system components for optimization and analysis
Generate weight-efficient design proposals unique to specified conventional or additive
manufacturing processes with Altair's industry-leading topology optimization technology
Simulate the performance of competing design concepts for static loads, normal modes and
buckling
Directly export Inspire CAD geometry to 3D printers to produce high-performance, quality
parts
As the load is concentrated on the two sides mainly the front and rear axles, as they must
withstand the weight of the kids, Battery, motor and other miscellaneous load. So Inspire
Solid thinking helps us to modify and create a new design of chassis which is lighter by
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removing unwanted material and analyzing it for a safer design. Load is acted both front and
backward of approximately 2000N considering battery, motor and child weight and they are
pivoted at four sides where there are supported by wheel.
a) Factor of safety;

Fig 4e Factor of safety analyzing in Inspire (solid thinking)
It’s describing the load carrying capacity of a system beyond the expected or actual loads.
Essentially, the factor of safety is how much stronger the component is than it needs to be for
an intended load. Safety factors are often calculated using detailed analysis yield stress and
working stress. Result; Minimum 7.2 and Maximum 1.036E16
b) Displacements.

Fig 4f Displacement analyzing in Inspire (solid thinking)
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Displacement is an actual deformation taken place on the chassis after the application of the
load. Due to the stress and strain acting proportional to each other. Result Maximum 1.8E5
m

c) Tension and Compression.

Fig 4g tension and compression analyzing in Inspire (solid thinking)
Applied forces are forces, such as a push or a pull, that act on the outside of an object. The
ability for an object to resist these externally applied forces and remain static (not moving or
breaking) is the result of an objects internal structure to resist these forces and in some cases
external anchoring to a larger body. Three basic types of internal forces or stresses that keep a
structure static are compression, tension and bending. Chassis are composed of many small
internal structural members. These small internal structural members are primarily designed
to translate loads into compression and tension and try to avoid bending. This is because
bending generally uses more material (costing more) than tension or compression for a
similar load and length. Result; Maximum 1.9E7N/mm2 and Minimum is -2.95E7N/mm2.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
An ideal chassis and Body for the Kids Train was designed and constructed using different
Product development methodologies and CAD & analysis software’s, as described and
executed in the thesis. The conclusion from these methodologies was used as inputs to design
a suitable type of chassis for the Kids train.
The literature study was carried out for better understanding of the whole process of
developing a Train Body. Various topics that are researched are listed below:
Types of Train body
Various loading conditions and types of Stresses acting on the Chassis
Materials used for chassis manufacturing
Advanced materials
Material Selection phenomenon
From the Pro- Con Analysis for Train body and chassis frames, Space frame has weighed
pros over cons when compared with different types of chassis and train body, as it is a 3dimensional chassis frame which has managed to increase the bending strength and stiffness
of the entire design.
From Quality Function Deployment (QFD) all the user expectations were listed, technical
specifications were prioritized, and all those interdependent technical specifications were also
crossed checked. By comparing all the different frames in the QFD the Space frame got more
rating of 5. Therefore, the result from the QFD is Space Frame.
The dimensional specifications of kid’s train helps us to design an accurate chassis structure.
The CAD and simulation software which used for drafting, designing, and analyzing are:
CATIA V5R19 and Inspire.
Achieved the required chassis design for the Kids Train, with accurate results for static
structural Analysis from Catia V5.
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Chapter 6
Critical review
The master thesis was initiated with the selection of the best type of Kids train chassis frame
and train body which would be most suitable for the manufacture of an category Electric kids
train. All this became possible only after we completed a comprehensive literature study
about the various types of chassis frames which are being used currently in the market and
the different types of train body used for their manufacture. By making use of the Pro- Con
analysis we could list the different merits and demerits of using the various types of chassis
frame designs and different types of train body.
With the generation of the House of Quality (also called Quality Function Deployment) gave
us various engineering specifications and solution towards choosing the ideal design suitable
for the Kids train. The QFD helped to develop technical requirements (or engineering
specifications) which were given numerical logic in the central block of the QFD, as we knew
what values to be given during the actual designing and analysis process of the chassis
structure.
The final design became possible after carefully implementing all various engineering
specifications into the actual design in the CAD (computer Aided Design) software.
During generation of the QFD a more comprehensive customer feedback market survey could
have given us better engineering specifications over the train body. The limited knowledge
about the final design’s dimensions during the design stage made it difficult for us to initiate
the design process in the initial stages. During the analysis stage the compatibility of the
CAD file created using the
CAD software (CATIA V5R19) initially created minor issues while importing in to the
Inspire.
The limited number of structural stability simulation tests carried out might not have
provided sufficient information regarding the structural stability of the chassis frame.
When we started the analysis of our chassis frame design due to the time limitations and
compatibility issues of importing the CAD files from the different CAD software to Analysis
software resulted in us able to carry out only the very important static structural stability
analysis simulation test, which tested the static stability of our chassis frame structure, with
only one frontal and backwards load of 2000 N. More test could have provided us with better
understanding about the structural stability of our chassis frame structure.
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Chapter 7
Environmental and Sustainability concerns:
Our goal is to develop a new kids’ vehicle for modern urban mobility. As we feel the existing
amusement industry has failed to recognize the importance of sustainable development and
have befriended the environment.
Therefore, we have selected steel as the material for the chassis over many other materials
considering this important aspect. Glass fiber for the body of the train. Indeed, that might not
be ideal for the environment as glass fiber also has a significant silicon or quartz foot print,
considering this we are still researching 37 the possibility of opting a hybrid material like
Carbon-cellulose fiber composites considering its better environmental aspect but they are
inadequate in the market.
Health and Safety:
The health and safety are extremely important for any sustainable development. We give at
most importance to this aspect as well. The glass fiber composite material used to
manufacture the chassis makes use of a Petroleum based resin material which might not be
biodegradable and could be toxic to the environment, thus could affect the health of the
personnel involved in its manufacturing process. Therefore, this again leads us to find more
sustainable and safe resin materials like bio based green resins which as safer.
Economy:
When developing a vehicle that aims to change and revolutionize the entire amusement by
giving extreme importance to sustainability and environmental concerns the cost of the kid’s
vehicle gets highly impacted. As we do not want to make cost the prime factor while
selecting the suitable material for manufacture, we have selected glass fiber and space frame
structure over possible economical options such as plastic composite materials. Although
glass fiber composites are cheaper.
Ethical Aspects:
From the start of this project the one aspect that we value the most is this important aspect of
engineering ethics. We consider it as more important for engineering firms to reflect upon
this aspect more than for mere economic gains. We find this culture existing in the firm SB
international Sweden AB which gives us more pleasure.
Our Master Thesis University supervisor Prof. Mr. Aron Chibba guided us to follow the
correct methodology throughout the entire thesis project. And our Industrial Supervisor, Mr.
Balaji Manoj helped us to follow the correct approach to carry out the literature study on
materials used for chassis manufacturing and Train body to develop a better understanding
about the relevant current technologies and future materials under research. As of future
study on this regard we would be working for SB international AB to develop better chassis
frame designs and attractive train body.
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Appendix 1

Inspirational board is taken for a conceptual design of a train

Appendix 2
Selected inspirational design for different models
1. Steam engine
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2. Diesel engine

Appendix 3
Inspirational design for a Chassis
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